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Marangoni 对流，而 Marangoni 效应的出现会帮助反应和传递间实现相互促进。
此外，进一步的计算分析表明，只有在 Monolith 填料中才会出现 Marangoni 效
应，而在其它负载型填料，如负载型波纹板填料中，由于液相稳定流动的距离






































Reactive distillation (RD) is an integration process coupling reaction and 
distillation into a same equipment with the aim to achieve the mutual promotion 
between reaction and separation. So far, it has been an important intensification 
technology and successfully applied in chemical industry. However, there are a lot of 
deficiencies and incompleteness in the studies on design methods for reactive 
distillation processes. For example, the correspondence between results from 
feasibility analysis and those in reality is uncertain. Moreover, previous studies lack 
the focus on the transfer resistances and the rigorous calculation methods of some 
special RD processes. Hence, this work systematically studies the design methods 
from the below four aspects.  
In order to study the correspondence between results from feasibility analysis 
and those from reality, a ∞/∞ analysis method for RD processes was established. 
This method can be used to calculate the maximum separating degree of RD column. 
Systematic study found that the calculated results of the feasibility analysis can 
correspond to the real situation with infinite separating power only when pure 
compounds or common azeotropes under chemical equilibrium are acquired. On the 
contrary, the correspondence between the feasibility analysis and the real situation is 
uncertain.  
With respect to RD processes with fast reaction rate and large reaction heat, 
evaluation methods were explored. For this kind of processes, the transfer resistance 
in column becomes the focus, instead of the contradiction between reaction and 
separation. Hence, the evaluation methods for the liquid backmixing, the transfer 
resistances between vapor-liquid phases and the internal and external diffusion 
resistances of catalyst were established. With these methods, studies for phenol RD 
process were carried out and showed that the first two types of resistances can lead 
to the calculation deviation of temperature profile in the RD column for phenol 















requirement. Both of these suggest that the RD column design without the 
consideration of transfer resistances will be unsuccessful. 
Furthermore, the effects of reaction on transfer processes in supported catalytic 
packings were studied by CFD. Calculated results showed that the Marangoni 
convection might be induced by reaction in process when the surface tension of 
liquid phase decreases with reaction, which can achieve the mutual promotion of 
reaction and transfer. Moreover, it was further found in subsequent studies that 
Marangoni effect can only be induced in the Monolith packing. In other supported 
packings such as supported wire mesh packing, there is no possibility of appearing 
Marangoni convection because the steady distance of liquid flow is very short, 
suggesting that the necessary inducing condition can not be met.  
Finally, a rigorous design method with higher work effectiveness was proposed 
for the RD processes with strong coupling between reaction and separation. The 
approach was further merged into Aspen Plus to improve its convenience of use. The 
case study for cyclohexanol RD process showed that the strong coupling can cause 
the amount of catalyst loading and reflux ratio to interfere and interact with each 
other and further lead to higher process cost. In order to reduce the coupling, a 
configuration with side reactor was proposed. Calculated results indicated that this 
configuration can keep the advantages of RD while eliminate the restrictive relation 
between the amount of catalyst loading and reflux ratio; consequently, the 
economic advantage of the process can be improved significantly.   
Key words: reactive distillation; feasibility analysis; transfer resistances; rigorous 
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